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Linnworks - Ecommerce Trends for 2021

The future of ecommerce:  
Six trends for 2021
Insights to grow your business in the effortless economy

Find out how Linnworks can grow your business. Book a demo at www.linnworks.com/demo

https://www.linnworks.com/demo
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It’s no secret that 2020 has been a strange year. The coronavirus pandemic wreaked havoc on 
the day-to-day lives of millions. The end of the Brexit transition period in the UK and the US 
presidential election have made future trade and economic conditions feel more uncertain. 

One of the biggest behavioral and economic shifts has been the notable acceleration in the uptake of digital 
online shopping behaviors across all demographics and socio-economic categories. As a result of retail 
stores being forced to close during lockdowns in cities around the world, global daily ecommerce sales 
skyrocketed by 66% at the height of the COVID-19 lockdown, according to Nosto.

And with many cities going back into various states of lockdown and shops forced to close again globally, 
the holiday retail peak season looks to be another boom period for ecommerce. According to eMarketer,  
the pandemic has pushed UK retail ecommerce past 30% of total retail sales in 2020, while in the US, 
retail ecommerce sales have also jumped by more than 30% to reach levels not predicted until 2022. 

The interesting news for retailers? The shift to online consumption looks to be a permanent  
behavior change across different demographics, according to Global Web Index. Established digital 
behaviors among younger generations have accelerated, while older age groups have engaged more heavily 
with digital activities like mobile payments and ecommerce, with these new habits embedding into  
people’s lifestyles. 

It hasn’t been all plain sailing for ecommerce businesses though. The pandemic restricted travel, so a 
knock-on effect was felt in supply chains. Wholesale goods coming from China and South-East Asia, and the 
movement of goods around the world was severely disrupted, This caused supply and fulfillment issues for 
businesses without diverse supply chains, resulting in frustrated customers as items remained out of stock 
on website catalogs. 

Also the ‘Amazon effect’ on customer’s expectations, in relation to the availability of a wide range of 
products and the ability to have it delivered in a short period of time, has created an ‘on-demand’ shopping 
culture which other retailers have struggled to deliver on. Building a brand and customer loyalty has 
suddenly become less about high street presence and advertising budgets, and more about meeting rising 
customer expectations, leaving behind some traditional retailers while new online brands have been able to 
spot and take advantage of gaps in the market.

At Linnworks, along with our partners, we’ve identified six key ecommerce trends we think 
will be the biggest drivers of ecommerce growth in 2021, and will provide online retailers 
with the biggest opportunities and challenges to drive growth in 2021. 

Read on to find out which aspects of your business you should be focusing on in 2021 and beyond - and 
how you can grow your business with more customers, better operational processes and a brand built on a 
solid customer experience foundation. 

Ecommerce trends you need to know for 2021

https://www.nosto.com/resources/state-ecommerce-2020-report/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/pandemic-pushes-uk-retail-ecommerce-past-30-of-total-retail-sales-2020?ecid=NL1014
https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-ecommerce-growth-jumps-more-than-30-accelerating-online-shopping-shift-by-nearly-2-years?ecid=NL1016
https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-ecommerce-growth-jumps-more-than-30-accelerating-online-shopping-shift-by-nearly-2-years?ecid=NL1016
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-week/2020-consumers-story-so-far-part-ii/
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Research by Google shows that 84% of Americans are shopping for something at any given 
time in up to six different categories. 

The always-on mindset means customers are always open to being marketed to. No longer do they head 
to a shopping center with the main goal of buying a specific item. A Facebook ad in their news feed is the 
modern-day equivalent of a trip to the mall—even if they never intended to hand over their money in return 
for goods when they initially fired-up the app. 

This accelerated adoption of online shopping throughout the pandemic means customer expectations are 
rising faster than ever before. 

Shoppers expect a consistent brand experience across all channels - 87% believe brands  
need to put more effort into providing a seamless shopping experience.

Why? Because customers don’t always head to a computer and think: “I want to buy this item.”  
It’s reported that seven in 10 customers shop in micro-moments throughout the day when they’re 
performing other non-brain intensive tasks, such as watching TV or waiting in line. 

The effortless economy is in full swing. People are consuming more media than ever before.  
They’re watching TV and using social media without much thought or disruption to their daily life.  
If something from one of those channels convince them to buy, it needs to be effortless, too. Consumers 
want to follow the path of least resistance—even when buying online. They want to be able to purchase 
products instantly, whenever (and wherever) they see them.

Take in-app checkouts, for example. Instagram’s shopping feature lets consumers purchase products 
without leaving the app. Facebook’s new Shops feature makes it even easier for customers to buy 
products they see in their News Feed. Even traditional entertainment channels like TV have manufacturers 
introducing ecommerce-enabled applications. It’s this reason why commerce is no longer defined by a 
location or a domain. It’s increasingly owned by brands that place themselves in the environments where 
their customers are. 

Total commerce exploits this always-on mindset. It’s a strategy that meets the consumer 
everywhere they want to shop, on any device they could use. Total commerce is what 
consumers want unlimited access to. 

Trend 1: The growth of total commerce

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/shopping-occasion-experiences/
https://freshdesk.com/customer-support/omnichannel-future-customer-interactions-blog/
https://techwireasia.com/2020/01/new-retail-study-finds-consumers-regularly-shop-in-the-background/
https://www.jpmorgan.com/insights/research/media-consumption
https://business.instagram.com/shopping
https://www.facebook.com/business/shops
https://www.retaildive.com/news/connekt-joins-with-sony-for-tv-enabled-commerce/532932/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/connekt-joins-with-sony-for-tv-enabled-commerce/532932/
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Marketplaces, social media platforms and mobile commerce all play a role in omnichannel retail. The total 
commerce approach means brands reach customers when they’re shopping in those micro-moments, 
wherever they are (and whichever device and platform they’re using). 

To capitalize on this—and avoid losing market share to other retailers—online sellers need to sell to the 
customer wherever they choose to shop (even if they don’t recognize they’re doing so). Granted, your 
website plays a huge role in a customers’ journey. But creating a connected, seamless shopping experience 
across each platform, device and channel is a necessity for standing out when customers have more choice 
than ever. 
 
Brands that have a strong ecosystem of shopping channels and experiences for customers 
will be the winners in capturing online shoppers attention and purchases.

Trend 1: The growth of total commerce

At the recent Linn Academy virtual 
conference, Linnworks CEO Callum Campbell, 
outlined the three macro forces driving 
commerce. Firstly, the shift to direct-to-
consumer commerce as brands realize the 
economic viability of an ecommerce model 
gives them more margin on their products 
and greater control of the relationship with 
their customers. Since 2016, eMarketer 
reports that D2C commerce has grown at 
three times the rate of ecommerce  
as a whole.

The second trend is the growth of 
marketplaces. One by-product of the growth 
of D2C is that distributors and retailers have 
had to adapt and either develop their own 
brands or develop their own marketplaces. 
Big box retailers like Walmart in the US, have 
had to rethink their business model and open 
up their platform to new types of distribution. 
Marketplaces are now capturing 50% of 
online sales and consumers are 4X more 
likely to shop in a marketplace than a retailers 
website. Compelling offers, combined with 
a frictionless customer experience, means 
the number of marketplaces, and the market 
share is growing exponentially. 

The third trend is the rise of the effortless 
economy, with commerce moving closer to 
consumers wherever they are. 

Wherever we spend our time online now,  
we are being enabled to shop. Sites like 
Facebook, Youtube and Instagram have 
become commerce enabled, understand 
our buying intent and create low effort 
opportunities to buy. Brands and retailers need 
to make their products available for purchase 
where customers are spending their time.   

The outcome of this is the rise of Total 
Commerce - the emergence of commerce in 
all areas of our lives. The rise of the effortless 
economy has created a challenge for brands 
to move from partial commerce to total 
commerce, by having reach into all channels 
that can provide their revenue opportunities. 
The second challenge for businesses is 
connecting their commerce operations so 
they are in control. Getting total commerce 
control means connectivity across your 
logistics and selling operations to realise the 
all growth opportunities for your business.

Three trends driving the shift to Total Commerce

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session with Linnworks and the rise  
of Total Commerce here

Callum Campbell 
CEO Linnworks

https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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Did you know that companies with a major focus on customer experience drive revenue  
4-8% higher than others in their industry? 

Failing to deliver on your customer’s expectations is a guaranteed way to give them a poor experience. That 
could add your brand to their blacklist—something you’d want to avoid at all costs. A survey by RetailEXPO 
of UK consumers found that 55% of shoppers cite time-consuming processes such as checkout and 
completing data capture forms as a barrier to shopping online. Other factors such as payment options and 
returns processes and policies also had an impact on the likelihood of conversion and return business from 
customers. 

After all, true value is in repeat sales- 65% of a company’s business comes from previous 
customers. Plus, it costs five times as much to acquire new customers than to retain existing 
ones.

As we head into 2021, customer experience isn’t as simplistic as delivering a good product to each 
customer. A superb customer experience is end-to-end, from a frictionless product search to a seamless 
purchase journey and convenient delivery and returns policy. To be competitive, every point of interaction a 
consumer has with a retailer has to be as frictionless as possible. 

Forcing shoppers to jump through hoops to find and buy your product won’t land you their loyalty, or even 
the sale. It’s why tools which communicate with your customers throughout their sales journey — such 
as chatbots automatically answering questions and customer reviews and ratings — shine. They guide 
someone through common purchase objections and nudge them towards a sale.

Other deciding factors also play a role in whether your customer buys from you—including trust signals. 
Delivery policies front-and-center, for example, help customers assess whether the item would arrive in the 
timeframe required. It’s why 76% of online shoppers cite fast shipping speed as a top characteristic of a 
great shopping experience.

Trend 2: Customer experience is key to growth

Types of Personalization US Consumers Expect When Shopping Online

Published on MarketingCharts.com in July 2020. Data source: Avionos
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26%
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19%
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Personalized product recommendations on the side and/or bottom  
of the brand or retailer’s website homepage

Personalized discounts/offers for the specific products I’m browsing

Personalized product categories featured on a brand or retailer’s website homepage

Personalized size recommendations for the specific products I’m browsing

Personalized product recommendations in the form of pop ups  
on a brand or retailer’s website homepage

Personalized color recommendations for the specific products I’m browsing

I don’t expect online brands and retailers to personlize my experiences

https://www.bain.com/insights/are-you-experienced-infographic/
https://www.bain.com/insights/are-you-experienced-infographic/
http://www.netimperative.com/2020/06/09/customer-experience-crucial-to-capitalising-on-consumers-covid-19-influenced-shift-online/
http://www.netimperative.com/2020/06/09/customer-experience-crucial-to-capitalising-on-consumers-covid-19-influenced-shift-online/
https://www.dnb.com/content/dam/english/business-trends/ebook_anticipate_customer_needs_pt2_retention.pdf
https://hbr.org/2014/10/the-value-of-keeping-the-right-customers
https://www.marketingcharts.com/industries/retail-and-e-commerce-113728
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Trend 2: Customer experience is key to growth

Kevin Ward, Director UK partnerships at 
Klarna, spoke at the recent Linn Academy 
Virtual conference how the accelerated shift 
to digital over recent months has placed even 
greater urgency on retailers to understand 
and respond to changing consumer  
payment habits.

Today’s customer’s is better informed with 
search on demand to find the best value. 
Retailers are just one click away from losing 
their customer to a competitor if the selling 
experience doesn’t meet expectations. 
Customers are also more demanding as 
they seek personalization, engagement and 
lack of friction to complete the transaction. 
Social and mobile is driving expectations 
from customers that they can shop anytime 
and anywhere. Customers have also become 
more value-orientated, looking to the 
authenticity and sustainability of products 
when making purchase decisions, so brands 
need to be transparent with this information. 

For digital payment options, new  
demographics have emerged - Gen Z and 
Millennials are moving into new product 
verticals like home and garden, while Gen 
X and over-50s are the fastest growing 
segment for digital payment options. 

As part of the purchase journey, all segments 
are demanding fast, frictionless checkout 
experiences so retailers and merchants will 
quickly start to fall behind if they don’t adapt  
to these new expectations and behaviors.

How online payment habits are changing

When it comes to actually handing over their money in return for a product, payment options in the  
“buy now, pay later” niche—such as Klarna, Affirm, Sezzle and AfterPay—are taking the reins.  
Over a million daily transactions are processed through Klarna alone. Launched in 2014, Klarna is now a 
payment partner to over 190,000 businesses in 17 countries, reflecting how popular this payment option 
has become with shoppers. 

Customers actively look for these “buy now, pay later” deals when they’re online shopping.  
One in three respondents have already used the services to make a purchase. And with COVID-related 
lockdowns wreaking havoc with consumer finance, pay later methods have seen a 200% increase during 
the pandemic. 

Failing to include these types of flexible payment options is another reason for potential 
customers to jump ship to a competitor who does.

Kevin Ward  
Director UK partnerships  

at Klarna

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session with Klarna on how online 
payment habits are changing here

Returns policies have a similar effect. Details on how to return an item give potential customers trust in the 
fact they can return it if they no longer need it, or it doesn’t do what they expected, with no additional cost 
or convenience. Being transparent about your returns policy during the purchase process can increase a 
shopper’s propensity to complete the transaction.

https://www.klarna.com/us/about-us/
https://www.fool.com/the-ascent/research/buy-now-pay-later-statistics/
https://wwd.com/business-news/business-features/as-covid-19-continues-to-fuel-e-commerce-buy-now-pay-later-programs-evolve-1203675418/
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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Data shows that a negative experience while returning items—such as paying for returns delivery or being 
unable to return items—can deter customers from shopping with a brand again. That doesn’t do any favors 
for building customer loyalty. 

So what does a good return experience look like? The answer lies within the fact that 
contactless returns have skyrocketed throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The growth of self-service lockers has risen by almost 300% since the start of the year. Returns policies 
that allow customers to drop-off unwanted items in self-service lockers, such as InPost, UPS, USPS and 
Hermes, provide customers with flexibility and convenience. Removing friction in the returns process is as 
important to the customer experience as the purchase process. 

Customer experience should be a key part of your conversion and loyalty strategy. The more you continue 
to analyze and improve each point of interaction with your customers, the greater competitive advantage 
your customer experience will provide. 

Growth in locker usage 2020 - InPost, %

Published on reboundreturns.com in Arpril 2020
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Trend 2: Customer experience is key to growth

https://www.salecycle.com/blog/featured/ecommerce-returns-2018-stats-trends/
https://www.reboundreturns.com/blog-articles/retail-returns-in-the-future
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Speaking of customer loyalty, personalized experiences are what makes customers purchase 
and stick around for the long-run. 

Long gone are the days of creating a one-size-fits-all marketing message to push to customers. 
Expectations are higher - 72% of shoppers would only engage with marketing messages that are 
customized to their interests. 

The good news is that we have more data available than ever. Analytics tools and ecommerce software can 
help retailers find out who their customers really are—and how they shop online. Some information you can 
capture to build a picture of your customers include:

• How people arrive at your site and which of your offsite channels are driving revenue

• Who your customers are in terms of their demographics, and even their likes and interests  
in some instances

• How they interact with your site and which content elements are driving purchases 

• Shopping frequencies, brand and other purchase preferences that can be used to tailor  
their journey  

Customers actively want brands to use this data to provide personalized shopping experiences.  
The vast majority (91%) of people are more likely to shop with brands who provide relevant offers and 
recommendations. You can only provide those recommendations by collecting the above data on your 
target customer. 

Again, personalized shopping experiences are end-to-end. With website optimization tools,  
you can test microtasks in the customer journey to drive conversion. If your customer is interacting with 
your website in a logged-in state, you can record and optimize every interaction. Using a customer’s data to 
nudge them towards a sale can span activity across the entire purchase journey. 

Abandoned cart emalls are just one example. Various tools (such as Facebook, Privy and CartStack) can 
collect data on the products an individual customer adds to their online shopping cart without purchasing. 
An automated email activity is triggered as the customer leaves the site to remind them of their interest 
and nudges them back to the site to complete their purchase. Rather than waiting for customers to seek out 
your product, identifying and proactively delivering personalized product recommendations to your existing 
customers are the key to driving growth with your customer base and avoiding having your  
competitors interrupt these transactions. 

Trend 3: Personalizing the entire shopping  
experience with data

https://smarterhq.com/privacy-report
https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-77/Accenture-Pulse-Survey.pdf
https://www.bigcommerce.co.uk/blog/abandoned-cart-emails/
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Trend 3: Personalizing the entire shopping  
experience with data

These product recommendations typically account for up to 31% of ecommerce revenues. Using data 
you’ve already collected on customers, and serving products based on these preferences builds the 
relationship with your customer base. Using your customer profiles as a basis for targeted marketing 
campaigns to look-a-like audiences improves the efficiency of your marketing spend by converting more 
customers with a similar profile to your most profitable, existing customers. 

It’s why Gartner predicts a 15% profit boost for merchants who successfully use personalization to create 
more tailored customer experiences online. The volume of data in any business can be overwhelming to 
interpret, but you can start small with simple targeting opportunities or personalization by segment and 
build from your successes.

As part of Linn Academy Virtual 2020, 
Linnworks US GM, Jason Stuckey, was joined 
by Darin Rabb, SVP Global SVP Global Brand 
Experience lululemon, and Traci Inglis, 
D2C ecommerce expert, to discuss how 
brands will need to step up their customer 
experience to keep their customers, both 
online and in their stores. In today’s world 
of hyperconnectivity, every touchpoint is a 
chance to gather valuable data about your 
customers and elevate your  
customer experience.

Consumers have come to expect hyper-
personalization and an effortless experience 
everywhere. This presents brands with both 
challenges and new opportunities. Brands 
need to get a single view of the customer to 
understand their holistic customer journey 
and create a more targeted program of 
engagement. Consumers don’t follow a linear 
journey - the consumer dictates the journey, 
not the brand, so it’s important to create an 
omnichannel experience so you can serve 
your customers where they want to interact 
with you.  

The number of selling channels and where 
consumers are spending their time, has 
changed rapidly in recent years. As content 
starts to become commerce-enabled, brands 

need to start incorporating social commerce 
and product listing channels into their  
selling strategies. 

These acquisition-rich channels provide a 
stream of customers with high intent,  
so once converted you need to focus on  
bringing these customers into your channels 
where you can deliver your branded  
customer experience.       

Marketplaces like Amazon also provide 
brands with the opportunity to sell high 
volumes of products but less opportunity 
to own the customer relationship. Buyers 
who are likely to be repeat purchasers of 
your product are likely to buy again from 
the same marketplace, making it more 
difficult to engage and build a picture of 
those customers. Marketplaces can provide 
a great transactional selling opportunity but 
need to be balanced with channels like social 
commerce, to create opportunities to capture 
customer information and deliver a targeted 
brand experience.

Capturing your customer data to build  
a strong brand experience 

Jason Stuckey  
General Manager 

Linnworks

Darin Rabb 
SVP Global SVP Global Brand 

Experience lululemon

Traci Inglis 
D2C ecommerce expert

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session on the importance of customer 
data and the brand experience here

https://www.barilliance.com/personalized-product-recommendations-stats/#t-1599487062072
https://www.gartner.com/en/conferences/hub/cio-conferences?cm_mmc=social-_-sm-_-ev15-_-jekg
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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Store closures in high streets and shopping malls were one of the first outcomes of 
international lockdowns. As foot traffic on the high street and in malls dropped by more than 
40% compared to the previous year, brands reliant on retail partners to reach their customers 
suddenly lost access to a critical sales channel.

To survive, many wholesale businesses had to quickly pivot their business and find new online outlets to 
reach their customers directly. 

Because of the uncertainty surrounding the return of the conventional high street and malls, building a 
brand and establishing direct channels to the consumer will need to become a significant consideration of 
any business’s future growth strategies. This trend was already on a strong growth trajectory with direct-
to-consumer ecommerce growing at three to six times the rate of overall ecommerce sales between 2016 
and 2019. More than half of these direct-to-consumer brands have also experienced surges in demand 
since the start of the pandemic. 

With the growth of shopping channels to reach consumers directly and fulfillment businesses to handle the 
heavy lifting, many of the barriers for shifting to D2C have been lowered for brands. The benefits of owning 
the direct relationship with their customers, greater ownership over their brand experience and increased 
margins from selling direct have made this an appealing strategy for brands looking to consolidate  
their business. 

Direct-to-consumer business models are being welcomed by customers. Data by Diffusion 
shows a third of U.S. consumers plan to do at least 40% of their shopping from direct-to-
consumer companies in the next five years. Their reliance on marketplaces is diminishing  
as the experience of interacting directly with their favourite brands improves. 

Trend 4: The rise of direct-to-consumer (D2C) selling

https://www.drapersonline.com/news/high-street-hit-by-devastating-drop-in-footfall
https://www.drapersonline.com/news/high-street-hit-by-devastating-drop-in-footfall
https://www.emarketer.com/content/direct-to-consumer-brands-2020
https://www.forbes.com/sites/denisepower/2020/07/29/covid-has-direct-to-consumer-brands-pumping-resources-into-expanded-services-digital-channels/#1504f481245d
https://www.diffusionpr.com/us/news/94
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Trend 4: The rise of direct-to-consumer (D2C) selling

Nigel Brackenbury, VP Customer Service 
Operations at Ford Europe, recently 
joined us at Linn Academy to outline how 
ecommerce is beginning to impact the 
automotive industry, and how Ford is pivoting 
their business model to go direct to their 
customers online. 

The impact of COVID-19 on Ford’s business 
initially was to cut business to half its 
normal scale. But, with a direct to consumer 
model already in place in China, Ford was 
able to adapt quickly to its customers’ new 
needs by introducing ‘touch-free servicing’ 
across all markets, and offering vehicle 
servicing without car owners having to visit a 
dealership. 

By booking online, the customer could 
arrange to have the vehicle picked up and 
delivered back after the service. Ford also 
used video technology for the customer 
and service staff to communicate during 
the process. By quickly adapting to their 
customers’ new needs, Ford experienced an 
uptake in the more digital-savvy markets at 
around 25% of their customer base. Having 
an existing online customer experience also 
allowed Ford to quickly take advantage of an 

unexpected trend, with an uptick in sales of 
car bike racks and cycle towbars. 

Brackenbury believes that digital 
engagement in the automotive industry will 
be pervasive. As digitization and connectivity 
comes to vehicles, car companies will 
be able to monitor performance and link 
customer service and ecommerce directly 
to information coming out of the cars. 
Sales of products and services online will 
continue to expand and the connectivity will 
allow consumers to have a more visceral 
connection with a brand. This will also allow 
brands to meet their needs in a way that 
wasn’t possible before, with the benefits  
of connectivity transforming the whole  
brand experience. 

One challenge that Ford has identified is 
the need to bring on board suppliers that 
can provide the experience and nimbleness 
required to help them grow these channels at 
the pace they need to. 

How Ford Motor Company embraced ecommerce  
with a direct-to-consumer strategy

Successful direct-to-consumer brands have been getting up to 50% of their sales from returning 
customers. One key strategy that has proven successful for many D2C brands is rewarding customers for their 
loyalty. Whether customers collect points, or simply get discounts to redeem on future purchases, rewarding 
your customers with benefits for frequenting your business can be a strong driver of return business.  

Subscription models, discounts for regular purchases and exclusive and early product access are some  
of the ways direct-to-consumer brands have created new types of purchasing models to maintain loyalty 
with customers. 

Nigel Brackenbury 
VP Customer Service  

Operations at Ford Europe

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session with Ford on how they 
embraced ecommerce here

https://www.metrilo.com/blog/successful-direct-to-consumer-brands-customer-retention
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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Trend 4: The rise of direct-to-consumer (D2C) selling

Brands can also get the best of both worlds with direct-to-consumer business models that incorporate 
multiple selling channels. They build loyalty with customers with their own retail presence, but can also 
reach the huge, instantly accessible audiences that marketplaces and social channels have built.

Take Amazon for example. Over 214 million people visit their website every month. Direct-to-consumer 
retailers can build an Amazon storefront to access this active shopping audience, alongside owned channels 
like their website. Similarly, with Facebook Shops and Pinterest Storefront profiles, the ability to build a 
brand presence across the channels where your customers are spending their time increases the visibility 
and ease of interacting with your brand, and therefore the tendency of your audience to shop directly with 
you. 

Whichever strategy you use to build loyalty and encourage repeat orders, going directly to the 
consumer offers two major benefits that traditional retail networks don’t.

The first is better profit margins. You’re bypassing traditional retail networks when selling directly to the 
customer, which means a higher margin per sale. There’s no need to factor in a cut the marketplace will take 
on each order.

The other is extra data. Remember how we mentioned data is the foundation of personalization—something 
customers say they want their shopping experience to feature? 

A direct relationship with the end customer means brands and manufacturers can get a complete picture of 
their customer base by collecting the shopping data only their traditional networks would otherwise have 
had access to. The D2C experience can be personalized from the first interaction, right through to purchase, 
which otherwise wouldn’t be an option when trading through complex retail chains. 

“If this global pandemic has inspired  
anything positive, it’s a sense of togetherness. 
Consumers everywhere have stepped  
up to provide support for the most  
vulnerable businesses. 

And the numbers back it up: 46% of buyers in 
the US and Canada said they made purchases 
from local, independently owned businesses 
since the pandemic started and 61% of buyers 
said they plan to continue to shop this way for 
at least another six months. 

Right now especially, consumers have an 
appetite for smaller, independent brands 

that stand for something. They want unique 
offerings, personalized customer service, 
and meaningful purchases, which is a need 
Amazon simply cannot compete on.

Owning customer relationships is the true 
secret power of selling directly to consumers. 
Those relationships are the difference between 
online brands that are thriving and those who 
are barely surviving.

Take ownership of your relationships, build a 
1-1- dialogue with customers, and lean into 
your strengths as an independent business by 
creating a special shopping experience”.

Kristen LaFrance 
Host of Shopify’s Resilient  

Retail series
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Traditionally, customers would buy products in one of few ways:
1. Finding their site through a Google search

2. Viewing advertisements either online or in-person

3. Going directly to a retailer’s website

However, new channels have emerged which integrate shopping into the digital channels where people  
are spending their leisure time. 

Data from We Are Social showed that social media adoption grew 12% in the last 12 months with the 
time spent in these channels accelerating. Screen time also increased with users connected to devices for 
an average of almost 7 hours per day, up by 25% on the same time last year. This presents a significant 
opportunity for brands and retailers to interact with consumers by integrating storefronts and products into 
these digital channels. 

Instagram is a huge leader in this social commerce space. Data shows 81% of consumers search for products 
on Instagram, largely because users are walking billboards for their clothing. 

Trend 5: Shopping as part of everyday  
media consumption 

Influencers can snap a photo of them wearing or using a brand’s product, and tag the link on the image itself. 
Links will direct the user towards the product page on a retailer’s site. As many as 130 million Instagram 
accounts tap on one of these shopping-enabled posts to learn more about products every month. 

discover new 
products or services

Research products  
or services

Decide to whether to buy  
a products or services

80%81%83%

People surveyed say instagram helps them with the following:

Published on facebook for business in February 2019

https://wearesocial.com/uk/blog/2020/10/social-media-users-pass-the-4-billion-mark-as-global-adoption-soars
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/how-instagram-boosts-brands-and-drives-sales
https://www.facebook.com/business/instagram/shopping
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It’s a high value social channel for many retailers because it’s 25% more likely that Instagram users are in 
the top income quartile than average Internet users.

Similarly, Facebook Shops helps retailers capitalize on the fact consumers are always ready 
to purchase. Promising to deliver customers a new “mobile-first shopping experience,” Shops 
give brands a Facebook-hosted shopfront to sell their products through. 

Retailers can engage with shoppers through other Facebook-owned tools like Instagram, Messenger and 
WhatsApp. There’s no need for customers (or retailers) to use additional tools to sell through Facebook’s 
platform—highlighting the importance of ease and convenience by making the shopping experience a 
seamless part of someone’s digital platforms. 

This type of shopping experience blends purchasing into people’s everyday consumption of digital media. 
Social channels have also provided another emerging shopping trend - livestream retail. The launch of 
platforms like Amazon Live, for example, invite beauty, food and fitness influencers to host live streams on 
their branded platform. It’s comparable to old-school shopping channels like QVC, only modernized and 
featuring “hosts” with an existing following elsewhere.

Trend 5: Shopping as part of everyday  
media consumption 

Dani Cook from Facebook took us on a 
deep-dive into Facebook Shops and how 
social commerce is maximizing on customer 
opportunities within social channels, at the 
recent Linn Academy Virtual conference. 

The way consumers shop and discover 
products today has never felt more personal 
and curated. Customers now expect things to 
be tailored to their tastes and in the formats 
they prefer. Businesses need to know their 
customers, to anticipate their needs and to 
have content personalized just for them. 

The way consumers discover products has 
changed, with people and brands sharing 
and discovering products every day through 
social platforms. People expect immediacy, 
buying products with one click and having it 
delivered to their door. People have come to 
expect this, alongside personalized service, 
so will seek out alternatives if they don’t 
receive it. 

Discovery commerce, as coined by Facebook, 
is the next step in ecommerce. Rather than 
people searching out products, products find 
people and create demand. Businesses need 
to meet their customers where they are, and 
personalize experiences from discovery to 
purchase and post-purchase. 

This is a system based on consumer 
knowledge, which understands what’s 
important to people and how they interact 
with businesses. It anticipates the needs 
and wants of customers, finds people where 
they are and allows customers to have 
a frictionless purchase experience. This 
is underpinned by safety and security of 
people’s data. 

How Facebook’s ‘discovery commerce’  
is the next step in ecommerce

Dani Cook 
Facebook

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session with Facebook and the 
opportunities with social commerce here

https://www.adweek.com/digital/infographic-globalwebindex-messenger/
https://www.facebook.com/business/shops
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2656679&sessionid=1&key=35660F399D61E383E34C2A6ACE6A3987&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2656679&sessionid=1&key=35660F399D61E383E34C2A6ACE6A3987&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2656679&sessionid=1&key=35660F399D61E383E34C2A6ACE6A3987&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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The growth of other tools with similar set-ups—like Google’s Shoploop, Talkshoplive and Brandlive—indicate 
that livestream retail isn’t slowing down anytime soon. It’s an alternative shopping avenue that offers the 
best of both worlds - using an influencer’s loyal and engaged audience on a platform you own and using 
their endorsements to sell your stock. 

From a shopper’s side, the entire experience is simplified. Shoppers can be entertained and 
informed about a product, and buy that item without leaving the platform. It makes shopping 
an event by taking advantage of the new ways people are consuming content. 

The appearance of voice assistants in people’s homes has presented yet another opportunity for people to 
shop with minimal effort. Think about the growth of Amazon Alexa - the smart speaker currently being used 
by one in every four American adults. 

Alexa’s focal selling point is convenience. Users can buy anything they wish by simply saying “Alexa”  
in a room where the device is present. “Hey Alexa, order me a new pack of batteries” is a string of  
words that Amazon processes as a sale, taking money from their pre-registered card and having it  
shipped immediately. 

This is a particularly effective way of selling for products that are repeat and regular purchases,  
like groceries, beauty and other household goods. Ordering products without search or comparison also 
locks the consumer into repeat purchases of the same brand, and without consideration for the price or  
any competitor products or promotions. 

For a winning customer experience, convenience is key. Placing your product or brand as 
seamlessly as possible into people’s everyday lives, by taking advantage of the shopping 
tools and platforms now available, provides another significant opportunity to capture new 
customers and grow your market share.

Trend 5: Shopping as part of everyday  
media consumption 

https://marketingland.com/roughly-1-in-4-u-s-adults-now-owns-a-smart-speaker-according-to-new-report-273994
https://www.linnworks.com/shipping-management-software
https://www.linnworks.com/shipping-management-software
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Both Brexit and COVID-19 wreaked havoc on supply chains, and the ability  
of sellers to receive goods and fulfill orders.

Trade in and out of the country was uncertain and the supply of goods from other countries (and 
sometimes, other parts of the same country) was hit and miss. It wasn’t guaranteed to get the products 
you’d ordered because of limitations with global trading.

Retailers with suppliers in South-East Asia, India and China were especially impacted by COVID-19 
restrictions. Some stockpiled goods that they couldn’t shift, others had to deal with long lead times on 
items they usually turned around within a few weeks. 

So, what does this look like going into 2021? The long-lasting effects of both COVID-19  
and Brexit still cause uncertainty. 

Regulations for shipping goods between the European Union and the UK are changing. UK retailers have 
their access to the European Fulfilment Network revoked, forcing brands to create new supply chains and 
wrestle with VAT complications.

If you’re one of the 66% of businesses using just Amazon fulfillment centers to ship products, you’ll feel 
Brexit’s knock-on effect of cross-border trade, too. 

You’ll need to store all of your goods for UK customers inside one of Amazon’s UK fulfillment centers. Yet 
the Pan-EU Programme, which offers EU retailers faster shipping and easier cross-border retail, won’t 
be available to UK retailers after Brexit is finalized. British retailers will need to split goods for European 
customers in two different warehouses - one for UK customers, and another for EU customers, undoubtedly 
causing issues with supply chains. 

One thing is clear - retailers will need to adapt their selling, pricing and logistics strategies 
to accommodate these changes. Companies need business and supply chain continuity to 
maintain delivery times with their customers. And if not, mitigation strategies to overcome  
them are crucial.

Trend 6: Diversification of supply chains 

https://www.linnworks.com/inventory-management-software
https://www.junglescout.com/amazon-seller-report/
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Trend 6: Diversification of supply chains 

Mitigating supply chain issues to keep goods moving

One strategy is dual sourcing - receiving identical products from two suppliers. This means you still get supply 
of that product from one if the other has issues. It significantly reduces the risk of having zero supply of goods, 
especially if both suppliers are in different countries.

All of this boils down to diversifying the supply chain. A combination of local and international suppliers that 
you can source products from as and when they’re needed reduces risk, even if travel restrictions continue, a 
warehouse is closed due to an outbreak, and international trade deals are limited due to government restrictions.

This diversification tactic follows through to your fulfillment and shipping teams, too. For example, you could use 
UPS for half of your domestic orders, Amazon’s European HQ for a quarter, and your own in-house distribution 
team for the rest. That way, slow shipping times from one supplier doesn’t need to have a devastating impact on 
store-wide customer service.

When shoppers looked for out of stock products during COVID, just 13% returned to the retailer’s website to buy 
the item, while 37% went to a different store to complete their purchase. As a result of inconsistencies with stock 
availability, three-quarters of consumers have tried new brands or places to shop throughout the pandemic. 

If you can’t fulfill an order, there will be retailers on the same platform or one google search away 
who will be able to take your customer’s order. A constant, reliable supply chain will maintain your 
inventory, and therefore maintain your customer’s loyalty and your market share. 

Danny McMillan 
Founder Seller Sessions, 

 Kian Golzari

At the recent Linn Academy Virtual 
conference, Danny McMillan, Founder Seller 
Sessions, Kian Golzari, Product Sourcing The 
NBA, and Steven Simonson, supply chain 
expert, held a panel discussion to look at how 
the pandemic has hit supply chain resources, 
the importance of established supplier 
relationships, and where to look for online 
sourcing alternatives. 

Both sourcing products and selling products 
were significantly impacted by the global 
lockdown in early 2020. To mitigate this, 
brands need to start planning by defining 
their supply chain and know where the 
moving parts are, and how you need to work 
around any blockages to find solutions. 

Maintaining quality and standards is key 
- documenting a playbook on your quality 
control procedures allows these to still be 
carried out by a third party if necessary. 

Keeping supplies moving requires you to be 
flexible with your freight forwarding options 
and to find new solutions when  
existing suppliers can’t maintain their 
shipping schedules. 

Finding resources online, through platforms 
like Alibaba, can help with finding new 
suppliers and partners quickly. Having strong 
relationships with existing supplier partners is 
also key to working together to find solutions, 
and in some cases negotiate better terms.   

There can also be potential upsides to this 
disruption, as consumer behavior changes 
open up opportunities to quickly pivot to new 
product niches, for example producing fitness 
products for children or the elderly. Factories 
with extra capacity will be keen to work  
with you to plan and deliver these new 
product ranges. 

Watch the Linn Academy on-demand 
session on how to diversify and 
maintain resilient supply chains here

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1107114/coronavirus-what-shoppers-do-when-products-are-out-of-stock-us/
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/survey-us-consumer-sentiment-during-the-coronavirus-crisis#
https://www.linnworks.com/stock-control-software
https://www.linnworks.com/stock-control-software
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2649043&sessionid=1&key=B813D4FDC15816F58177D89C5A3053DF&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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The conditions presented to retailers in 2020 were both unpredictable  
and unprecedented, and have provided ecommerce businesses with both significant 
opportunities and major challenges.

Businesses that can maintain their supply chain and customer experience will be well placed to build  
their sales through new selling opportunities, channels and smart use of insights and information about 
their customers. 

How will you grow your business in 2021?

Speak to a Linnworks consultant now to make sure your business is ready to 
capitalise on these opportunities — and make 2021 a record-breaking one for growth. 

Are you total commerce ready? 

Find out how Linnworks can grow your business.  
Book a demo at www.linnworks.com/demo

https://www.linnworks.com/demo

